
NRS Table Reports Deletion Status Codes 
 

 
NOTE: All these indicators are specific to the Term/Year of the reporting. When viewing a student in 
InTERS please make sure you are looking at the correct demographic record for the Term/Year in 
question. Remember when opening a student, it defaults to the most recent term’s record. 

 

 
 
 

Status Code Reason/ Logic 
Invalid Age The student must be between 16 and 100 years old. If between 16 and 17, then 

the student must have the Parent Signature box checked on their demographic 
record. 

No App Date The student either has no Application Date or the Application Date is less than 
1/1/1910. 

No Entry Level • The system could not calculate the EFL of the first test for the focus subject. 
• The student does not have a valid test in the focus subject for the current 

program year and does not have a valid NRS entry level of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. 
Not Enrolled The student must have at least 12 hours connected to the demographic record. 

Enrollment hours are only valid if it is between the Application Date and Exit date 
of the demographic record. Enrollment hours must be in a course in the given 
session. Enrollment hours must be within the Term selected. (Term Start Date -90 
to Term End Date.) 
 
A roll over student is a student who was attending in the prior program year, not 
exited, and still in the program in July. 
 

NRS Ignore Flag The student has the NRS Ignore Flag set in their demographic record. 
Invalid Status For Table 4/4B only: The system calculates the Status by looking at the student’s 

tests and their Exit date. If a student is not counted in the Completed, Separated 
or Remaining columns they are considered invalid. 

Not Table 5 Elig For Table 5/5A only: In order to be included on Table 5/5A the student must have 
one of the main goals set. (GED, Secondary, Enter/Retain Employment) 

No Focus Subject The student doesn’t have any tests in the focus subject, or the focus subject is set to 
multiple. 

No Program Type The student does not have a valid test, the program type of ABE or ELL is based on 
testing. 

ELL/ABE Gain This is for information only this record is an ELL record that has a gain from TABE 
testing for ABE.   

Age Parsig The student is a minor and the proper documentation has not been verified and 
marked in Inters with the Parent Signature radio button on the student record. 

 


